^89(^9) = f(x 9 )
<F ko (x 9 ), so that, by Theorem 1 and its corollary, '(x, y } y^^O on the minimizing curve, the Jacobi condition IV is necessary, while the stronger set of conditions I, IIÖ', III', and IV'J are sufficient for a strong relative minimum.
The purpose of this study is to obtain a set of sufficient conditions for a curve without corners along which ƒ y / y > may have zeros. Since the classical theory gives only the necessary conditions I, II, and III, we wish to obtain a Jacobi condition; and with this in view, introduce the integral If E satisfies IV (or IV') for every L, we shall say that it satisfies the condition IVL (or IVjr,, respectively) for J. Clearly IVL is necessary. We now show that the same is true of IV£.
We write the parameter in L in the form k 2 = (a 2 +a)/2, a9^0, a> -a 2 , and consider the Jacobi differential equations* Since q may vanish in [xi, X2] , the usual existence theorems can not be applied to (1). They do apply to (2), however, the general solution of which for a = 0 is u = CiUi(x) + c^u^ix), where the u's constitute a fundamental system and are of class
is a particular solution vanishing at x = xi. By hypothesis, E: y = e(x) is a minimizing curve satisfying IVz, so that, by proper choice of signs, A(x, xi) is positive in the interval xi <x<X2. For every admissible a (that is, a> -a 2 ) there exists a solution A(x, xi f a) of (2) vanishing at x == Xi and such that A'(xi, x±, a) = A'(#i, Xi), where A /r (x, #i, a) is continuous in x and of class C in a. t
We next study the related equation Vorlesungen Uber Variationsrechnung, 1933, p. 60. f That is, they have continuous second derivatives. Bolza, loc. cit., p. 14. t Replace (2) by the system u'-v and (q-\-a 2 -{-a)v'-\-rv-{-su = 0, and apply the existence theorem given by Bolza, loc. cit., p. 187. whose general solution can, by the method of variation of parameters, be expressed in the form
A(x } X\ t a) y as a particular solution of (3), can be represented in the form (4) ; and, since it vanishes for x = xi, we obtain This requires
Oi < x < x 2 ; q = q(x)), * Bolza, loc. cit., p. 75.
where A(x, x%) is written for U2(x2)ui(x) - Ui(x2)u2(x) . This fraction can not vanish, the first factor in the numerator being different from zero by IVL, the second factor being the difference between two terms of opposite sign. Thus (6) is false; and there is at most one L, namely the one for which a = 0, for which E fails to satisfy IV'. If A(#2, Xi, 0) =0, we have A(#2, Xi, a) = aA(x2, a) from (5). Furthermore A (#2, Xi, oc) must then have a minimum of zero for a: = 0;* so that its derivative, which is A(x2, 0), must vanish. This is a special case of (6), which has been proved to be false, so that IVL is a necessary condition.
Sufficient Conditions for a Minimum for L.
We assume an arc E: y = e(x) satisfying the necessary conditions I, II, III, and IVL for /. If II is strengthened to II&, we can show that this arc satisfies the classical sufficient conditions for L.
Comparing the Euler equations, we see that if E satisfies I for J it does the same for L. The E-iunctions t for the two problems are related by the equation
so that II& for J implies II& for L. We have seen in §2 that III for J" implies III' for L and the condition IVL requires IV' for L as a matter of definition. Hence E furnishes a proper strong minimum to L relative to a certain (x, y) region R, which in general depends on k.%
Sufficient Conditions f or an Improper Strong Relative Minimum for J,
We must find how to strengthen our conditions so as to insure a field § F which is independent of k. To that end we replace III by III & and consider the line A : x = xi,y = rih-yi, together with a slope function P(X) = mA+e'(xi). The extremals for L are y=y(x, a, b, a) , and the equations * A(x 2 , Xi, a) >0 for a 7^0 by IVL and the choice of signs preceding equation (3).
f This is the only direct reference to the E-îunction. There need be no confusion with our notation for the curve E: y = e(x).
t If E satisfies III' and IV, but not IV', for /, R reduces to the curve E as k approaches zero.
§ Bliss, loc. cit., pp. 132-33. This can be expressed in the form f is, in absolute value, greater than ô in the region Xi<xS%2, \y-yi\ =V> A^a> -a 2 . The first determinant in (7) has a finite limit as n approaches zero; and hence, if n is small in absolute value, IVu insures that the expression will not vanish and that no two extremals of the family pass through the same * a, b, â } and b also depend on m and n, which are omitted in the notation. point. This condition also requires <f> to be strictly monotone in X for a given x and a, so that an extremal of the family passes through each point of a certain region F about E. The region F is a field and is independent of k (that is, of a).* Finally, if E satisfies I, II&, III&, and IVu, we have L(E) <L(C) for every C^E in F. But L(C) = J(C) + €, e > 0, lim e = 0.
Furthermore L(E)=J(E), so that J(E)<J(C) + e, and finally

J(E)£J(Q.
5. Applications. The line ^ = 0 is an extremal for a problem involving any one of the following integrands :
f^M (x,y) + N(x,y)y', M y = N" f^x*+ y*+ y y,f
Our sufficient conditions for an improper minimum are met by y = 0 in each case, but III' is not met for any of them.
THE UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI * Condition IV Lb could be replaced by the following. There exist constants 77>0, £>0, and A such that E satisfies III for xo^x^x 2 , tfo = #i -£ and such that A (x, xo, y, 0) 
